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1.0 SUMMARY

This orientation survey work was conducted on the McCarthy Lake Property to:

* establish the probable range of quality, and the character of the silica within 
the deposit.

* to establish potential mapping units within the deposit and host rock 
lithology.

* to recommend exploration procedures to explore the silica deposit located on 
the property.

2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Property locations referenced in this report and appendices are identified using 
NAD 83 UTM coordinates. The grid coordinates DOON - 600E are located at UTM 
coordinates 0384920mE 5130560mN on claim 1199825.

The McCarthy Lake Property is located approximately 13 km southeast of Elliot 
Lake Ontario. From Highway 17 proceed approximately 10km north on Highway 
108. Turn east at the McCarthy Lake rumoff (0380565mE, 5130554mN) and 
proceed approximately 5km to a blocked road leading north (0384838mE, 
5131460mN). Park at this location. A blazed trail leads 700 meters south (191 0) to a 
cliff located immediately north of the base line. The base line is easily accessible a 
short distance to the east.

3.0 THE PROPERTY

The property consists of six contiguous, staked claims located in Proctor Township
of the Sault Ste. Marie Mining Division.. These claims are:
Claim 1199818 l units
Claim 1199825 limits
Claim 1199826 l units
Claim 1199827 l units
Claim 1199828 l units
Claim 3003161 2 units
Total 7 units All contiguous
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4.0 PHYSIOGRAPHY AND VEGETATION

The property is located within an area of disrupted drainage caused by low to 
moderate outcrop ridges separated by alder swamps. Both the ridges and swamps 
trend southeast parallel to the base line. A steep 30 meter high slope is located 
between the property and the McCarthy Lake access road.

The ridges are vegetated by jack pine and spruce. Balsam, spruce and poplar grow in 
between the outcrops and alder swamps.

5.0 REGIONAL AND PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property is located within a granitic intrusive. A prominent zone of intense 
silicification crosses the centre of the property at azimuth 131 0.

Several diabase dikes of unknown age may parallel the silicified zone.

6.0 EXPLORATION RATIONAL

Orientation style field work was conducted to:
* identify the location and extent of a known silica deposit,
* cut a base line along the long axis of that deposit, and
* conduct orientation mapping and magnetic surveys to design a viable 

exploration program to be applied to this deposit.

7.0 EXPLORATION PROGRAM

A preliminary traverse was performed to verify the location and identify the 
character of a the silica deposit outcrops. A 131 0 azimuth was identified as the 
optimum base line direction and was used to orient the base line. This base line was 
cut 1300 meters along the axis of the deposit. Light commercial pickets were used as 
line pickets to sight the line during cutting. The line was two man chained using 
commercial pickets cut in half and marked by aluminium tags. The chainage pickets 
were placed at 25 meter centres. Where the chainage pickets fell on outcrop, the 
pickets remain for future positioning in rock cairns. Many of the line pickets were 
left in place within rock cairns.

Cross lines 150E, 175E, 200E, 225E, 250E and 275E were cut to facilitate an 
orientation magnetic total field survey and to conduct preliminary detailed mapping. 
The magnetic survey was intended to define the magnetic signature of the 
silicification. The detailed mapping was performed to establish potential mapping
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units, to define the character of a selected part of the deposit and to identify potential 
logistical problems in advance of extensive exploration.

The base line was used to facilitate preliminary mapping beyond the detailed 
mapping. This preliminary mapping identified the general location and limits of 
significant intense silicification and the outcrop that hosts the silicification.

Seven samples averaging 2kg each were collected and sent for Whole Rock (major 
oxide) analysis.

Magnetic profiles were measured over the silicification and the host rock. The 
magnetic readings were plotted as exaggerated profiles to show even the very 
weak magnetic texture of the silicification and the host rocks.

8.0 OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

8.1 Access

The southeast trending outcrop ridges and swamps made access to the claims 
difficult. A reasonable access trail was blazed 700 meters south (191 0) from the 
road (0384838mE, 5131460mN) to the base of a cliff below the base line. A short 
distance to the southeast; the base line is accessible at the bottom of a cliff.

8.2 Base Line

Base line coordinate OOOE is located on an overgrown road. Between base line 
coordinates 200E and 1300 east, OPS readings registers 1.08km at 13 O0 azimuth 
(200E is at 0384618mE-5130822mN), (1300E is at 0385435mE-5130118mN).

8.3 Outcrops and Overburden

Much of the silicified zone is a moderately high ridge bounded by shallow 
overburden and swampy areas. The base line is located along the north edge (along 
the top) of the silicified outcrop ridge. This ridge is interrupted by swamp at 459- 
492E and 668-765E. Granitic outcrops are common as isolated outcrops and low 
ridges parallel to the base line. Linear swamps parallel to the base line are also 
common.

8.4 Orientation Survey

This exploration program was successful as an orientation survey. It has established 
viable exploration procedures to test this deposit. Many of the procedures identified
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in this program could be applied exploration of other silica deposits located in 
silicified linear structures.

8.5 Preliminary Traverse

Preliminary traversing identified 1300 meters of the silica deposit warranted a 
base line for preliminary mapping. Azimuth 131 0 was identified as the optimum 
orientation of this base line. Outcrops of intense silicification and quartz veining 
were identified and plotted on a lcm = 50 m geological compilation map.

The areas near 250E, 900E and 11 GOE had considerable outcrop exposure with 
much intense silicification. This does not mean these areas are any better than the 
less exposed part of the zone. The 250E area was selected for detailed mapping as 
it was the most accessible.

8.6 Detailed Mapping

The detailed mapping demonstrated the portion of the deposit between 135E- 
285E is complex and would requires either grade control in the form of selective 
mining and/or cobbing of the broken product. A mechanical rock breaker would 
be a logical extraction tool provided the equipment is suitable for braking the 
siliceous ore.

Emphasis was placed on identifying the envelope of intense silicification and the 
location and configuration of low quality and waste units within the envelope of 
silicification.

Granitic Unit (Host Rock)
The unaltered host rock appears to be fresh granitic rock with a high plagioclase 
content and up to 507o dark green ferromagnesian minerals. The granitic rock was 
not systematically described during mapping. In outcrop this unit appears to be 
pale pink to red, however the whole rock sample #59212 is white with red 
discoloration near oxidized mineral grains. Near the intense silicification 
numerous quartz veins cut the granitic rock with the frequency of quartz veining 
increasing towards the silicified zone. Quartz veining extends to at least 75 meters 
from the base line.

Intense Silicification Unit (The Favourable Unit)
The most intense silicification appears to be silicified and brecciated granitic rock 
in a quartz matrix. The silicification is also quartz veined. This unit weathers 
white and has a smooth erosional surface. The silicified relict host rock fragments
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appear to be pale grey to pale greenish grey. The colour would not impact the 
product for silica flux; however, the various colours would have to be dealt with 
in bonded aggregate or dimension stone products.

Samples #59206, 07, 09, 10, and 11 are intense silicification from this unit.

Weak to Moderate Alteration Unit (Detrimental Unit)

Within the envelope of intense silicification, large irregular blocks and masses of 
weakly to moderately altered granitic rock dilute the favourable unit. The 
mapping did not deal with the intensity of alteration. It is apparent at least part of 
this altered granitic unit is moderately to strongly enriched in dark green 
ferromagnesian minerals. Contamination from this unit would affect the colour of 
crushed products and add significant hardness variability to these products. Also 
the presence of feldspar in this granitic rock would also impact crushed products 
to a lesser degree. Future mapping of the altered granitic unit would require 
subunits (or descriptions) classified by ferromagnesian content and relict feldspar 
content (ie moderate alteration 1 507o ferromagnesian minerals).

Ridged-Ferromagnesian Unit (Detrimental Unit)

This ridged unit also appears to occur as large irregular blocks and masses within 
and near the envelope of intense silicification. This product should probably be 
avoided or removed from silica products during extraction.

This unit consists of wispy quartz patches and irregular small scale quartz veins in 
a dark green groundmass of ferromagnesian minerals and very fine granular 
quartz. The competency and weathering contrasts of this unit result in a bumpy- 
ridged weathering surface. It is assumed this is an extreme alteration of the host 
granitic rock (the precursor could also have been a diabase dike). The 
ferromagnesian minerals could be introduced or may have been segregated from 
the intensely silicified unit.

Schist Unit (Strongly Detrimental Unit)
Two thin, laterally continuous and strongly schistose ferromagnesian units were 
traced parallel to the base line. These schist bands cross line 225E at 12-14S and 
28-30S. The north unit is located within the envelope of intense silicification. The 
south schistose unit is the south limit of the envelope of intense silicification. 
These units will probably have to be avoided or removed during any extraction 
process. The unit is probably relatively incompetent and friable which could 
complicate selective mining. It may be possible to minimize contamination by 
selectively extracting this unit prior to removing the valuable silica product.
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A prominent, oblique (high angle to contacts) foliation was locally observed 
crosscutting the schist unit.

8.7 Preliminary Mapping

Preliminary mapping was focused along the base line between 285E and 1107E. 
This mapping, in combination with the initial traverse, established that the silica 
deposit extends the full length of the base line. The quality of the deposit was not 
established, but much of the deposit appears be as good as in the detail mapped area.

Continued detailed mapping at lcm = 5m is required to establish the quality and 
location of the best silica and potential bonded aggregate and dimension stone 
products, Icnrfm (or 1011=1 m) mapping should be performed over the areas were 
mapping establishes the best potential.

8.8 Appearance of Crushed Products

No rock was crushed for evaluation. Preliminary and detailed mapping indicates a 
crushed product for bonded aggregate would be dominated by a mix of 
translucent white and semi-translucent pale greys to greenish grey chips provided 
the product is selectively mined or cobbed. Care would have to be exercised to 
avoid dark green ferromagnesian horizons and altered granitic units within and 
along the envelope of intense silicification.

If a mechanical breaker is used to mine this product, the dark green 
ferromagnesian rock including the schist and ridged alteration units could 
probably be easily avoided. The alternative would be to blast a coarse product and 
separate the suitable product from the muck.

Also large altered granitic blocks which are partially enriched in dark green 
ferromagnesian minerals would have to be avoided.

Detailed mapping of the entire deposit might identify large volumes of intense 
silicification not impacted by the above adverse units located within the envelope 
of siliceous alteration.

8.9 Dimension Stone

The mapping did not address dimension stone potential. If the joint pattern 
permits, the individual intense silicification zones are large enough to produce 
large blocks. The jointing was not mapped; however, the author did not identify 
any close spaced joint sets that would prevent recovery of dimension stone.
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/r The colour of the stone is dominated by translucent to semi opaque, white and
semi opaque, pale greens and greys. The colour pattern appears to be caused by 
quartz veining and fracture filling and breccia filling. The green and grey colours 
appear to be caused by minor residual minerals derived from the relict host rock.

The colours and patterns of the rock could be distinctive and attractive. The 
capacity of the rock and aggregate products to take and hold a polish is unknown.

8.10 Silica Flux Potential

The author has not researched the chemical requirements for flux products. 
Exploration directed to defining silica flux would depend heavily on whole rock 
major oxide analysis of the intense silicification and associated rocks that could 
cause dilution. Acceptable dilution limits would have to be dealt with in any 
future evaluation.

8.11 Hand Samples A Whole Rock Analysis

Seven samples of approximately 2km each were collected, logged and send for 
whole rock (major oxide) analysis. The analysis are pending. Hand samples were 
also collected from these locations.

The sample descriptions are reported in the appendices of this report and the 
individual samples are dealt with in this report under heading "8.6 Detailed 
mapping".

8.12 Magnetic Survey

The magnetic profiles are smooth over the silicified zone and much of the granitic 
host rock. Over the silicification, the magnetic profile appears to be a sloping 
shoulder response decreasing away from a magnetic response to the south.

Two narrow, near surface magnetic responses were identified. The source rock of 
the magnetic responses was not identified by outcrop, float or talus mapping.

The source of the south response appears to be a near surface bedrock feature 
located at 59-65S on line 225E and at 60-65S on line 250E. This response is 
strong and has a signature that could result from a source rock approximately 5-6 
meters thick and near vertical or dipping steeply to the north. The response 
appears to strike parallel to the silicification which indicates a geometric and 
probably a structural relationship exists between the silicification and the 
magnetic unit. None of the other grid lines extended south to this magnetic
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response; however, these lines had strong shoulder responses indicating similar 
responses exists south of these lines also.

The profile at the south end of Line 250E appears to be the shoulder response 
from a second and similar magnetic source a short distance south of the line 
ending at 100S.

The responses south of the base line are typical of steeply dipping diabase dikes. 
Alternatively, the responses could be caused by magnetic phases of the granitic 
rock.

The north response is weak and narrow and appears to be caused by a weakly 
magnetic unit under shallow overburden. This response is located at 18-23N on 
line 200E and at 15-20N on line 225E. No outcrop was mapped along the 
response; however this response appears to mark the north limit of intense 
silicification. The response could result from an alteration front of mafic minerals 
along the north edge of the intense silicification. It could also result from a phase 
of the granitic rocks with an elevated mafic mineral content.

A narrow and weak magnetic response at 38-44S of line 175E appears to be on 
strike with a linear structural feature in the outcrop to the east. The magnetic unit 
appears to be under shallow overburden and is assumed to be bedrock, however it 
could be float. This magnetic unit could be a narrow sub-dike of a larger dike to 
the south.

Magnetic surveys have established that magnetic units are closely associated with 
the limits of the silicification. These units would probably be detrimental to the 
targeted silica products. Magnetic surveying is a viable tool to identify these 
magnetic units. The relationships established in the detailed area cannot be 
projected to the remainder of the silica deposit; however magnetic surveying will 
easily establish the frequency and location of some potentially detrimental units in 
the remainder of the deposit. It could also prove to be a beneficial tool to trace the 
structural control of the silicification zone beyond the known limits of the deposit.
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9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Field Work

From OOOE to 1300E; grid lines should be established at 25 meter
intervals. These lines should be extend to 075S and 075N (or longer if
silicification extends past the ends of the lines).
Between 200E and 13 GOE grid lines at approximately 100 meter intervals
should be cut between 200S and 200N. These lines need not be cut at the
natural 100 meter intervals to accommodate the best outcrops and to avoid
cliffs and steep outcrops to accommodate continuous passage for
magnetometer surveys and accurate chaining.
The lcm = 5 m mapping should be completed between OOOE and 13GOE.
Emphases should be placed on determining the exact extent and
configuration of the priority intense silicification that has economic
potential. A secondary emphases must be placed on identifying the host
units that could dilute or contaminate silica products. Identifying the
configuration and frequency of detrimental units within the envelope of
intense silicification is critical. It is necessary to deal with the dilution or
contamination impacts from detrimental units within and adjacent to the
silicification.
Areas where dilution or contamination are concerns should be remapped at
lcnrfm or lcnr^ 1m scales.

Hand samples should be collected and logged on a regular basis
throughout the deposit. These samples should include the favourable silica
and the host rock and the associated waste and low quality rock located
within envelope of intense silicification.

o Hand samples with have fresh broken surfaces and cleaned
weathering rinds (surfaces). 

o Weathering rinds are advantageous for determining mineral ratios
and the determining expected weathering and abrasion effects on
products produced.

2 kilogram samples free of surface weathering effects should be analysed 
on a systematic basis. The analysis should include the favourable silica 
and the associated waste and low quality rock located within and along the 
envelope of intense silicification
Joint spacing and rock colour and rock textures-patterns should be mapped 
within any area that appears to be potential dimension stone.
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Mechanical stripping and outcrop washing and cleaning should be 
performed where mapping establishes potentially viable silica zones. Total 
stripping should be restricted to an area less than 10,000 square meters and 
should remove less than 10,000 cubic meters of material. Work in excess 
of this is deemed "advanced exploration" which activates stringent 
regulations including the requirement of ministerial permitting, and 
closure plans.
If the detailed mapping and sampling indicate a favourable product of a 
viable tonnage and a recoverable configuration, bulk samples of bedrock 
should be taken. The total bulk sampling should be restricted to less than 
1000 tonnes to avoid being classified as "advanced exploration" which 
requires ministerial permitting and a closure plan. Samples between 10- 
1000 tonnes require a permit from the Ministry of Northern Development 
and Mines (section 52 of Regulations).

o Any bulk sample required for bonded aggregate should be
approximately twice the size of the total weight of the sized
fractions required. Crushing produces a spectrum of sizes and it is
difficult to produce more than 4007o of a product within any size
range having a 2:1 ratio (i.e. 2 to l mm). 

o If the outcrop is a potential dimension stone, blasting and
excessive drilling should be avoided to prevent destroying the
product.

A magnetic survey should be performed over potential resource areas to 
determine:

o the signature of silica deposits for exploring beyond the known
limits of the zone and to design magnetic surveys for other
deposits. 

o identify the presence of any dikes or mafic phases of granitic rock
that could dilute or contaminate mined products.
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Proctor Tp: McCarthy Lake Property 
Sample # Easting Northing

59206 225 E 009 S INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White Weathered outcrop surface with 2.0mm quartz
seams having frozen walls. Pale green groundmass dominated by fine grained (0.1- 
0.2mm) quartz with ~507o fine pale green mica(?).

59207 263 E 003 N INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathered outcrop surface. 9007o white quartz with
grains to 3mm in groundmass of -0.1 mm granular quartz. 1007o relict grey patches 
(breccia?) dominated by minor 0.5mm quartz grains in ~0.1mm granular groundmass of 
quartz.

59208 256 E 014 S FERROMAGNESIAN RICH ROCK. Weathered outcrop surface deeply ridged with
quartz in positive relief. 5007o quartz ridges and veining. 5007o dark green patchy bands 
with mixed fine grained quartz and fine grained dark green ferro-magnesian minerals, 
possibly chlorite or amphibole.

59209 859 E 008 S INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathering surface. Dominated by 0.1-0.5mm quartz
grains. ~507o wispy dark green ferro-magnesian (chlorite?) seams.

59210 900 E 014 S INTENSE SILICIFICATION. 9507o white quartz dominated by grains to 4mm, in part in
groundmass. 10cft relict grey patches (breccia?) dominated by fine granular quartz.

59211 1082 E 000 N INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathering surface. Pale pink fresh surface. Mixed
0.1-6.0mm quartz grains dominated by the coarse quartz. ^07o coarse feldspar, ^0Xo 
Dark green ferro-magnesian (chlorite?) rich patches.

59212 207 E 077 N GRANITE. Pink colored granitic rock. Pink color from staining of feldspar beside
oxidized patches. ~1507o 0.5-2.Omm glassy quartz enclosed in feldspar. ~8307o 0.5- 
3.0mm white feldspar grains (many with limilar albite twinning). ~207o 0.5mm diameter 
dark areen biotite or chlorite flakes.

Sample 59208: Mature lichen fluoresces yellow.
Sample 59210: The surface if some pieces fluoresces yellow. This fluorescence appears to be
a surface coating that may in part be a greenish algae or juvenile lichen,



Proctor Tp: McCarthy Lake Property Reported

Sample #

Sample #

Sample #

Sample*

Sample #

Sample #

Sample #

59206

59207

59208

59209

59210

59211

59212

Grid Coordinates
225

263

256

859

900

108

207

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

009

003

014

008

014

000

077

S

N

S

s

s

N

N

Description
INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White Weathered outcrop surface with 2.0mm quartz 
seams having frozen walls. Pale green groundmass dominated by fine grained 
(0.1-0. 2mm) quartz with ~5"7o fine pale green mica(?).
INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathered outcrop surface. 9007o white quartz 
with grains to 3mm in groundmass of -0.1mm granular quartz. 1007o relict grey 
patches (breccia?) dominated by minor 0.5mm quartz grains in -0.1mm granular 
groundmass of quartz.
FERROMAGNESIAN RICH ROCK. Weathered outcrop surface deeply ridged with 
quartz in positive relief. 50"7o quartz ridges and veining. 50"7o dark green patchy 
bands with mixed fine grained quartz and fine grained dark green ferro-magnesian 
minerals, possibly chlorite or amphibole.
INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathering surface. Dominated byO.1-0.5mm 
quartz grains. -5"7o wispy dark green ferro-magnesian (chlorite?) seams.

INTENSE SILICIFICATION. 95"7o white quartz dominated by grains to 4mm, in 
part in groundmass. 10070 relict grey patches (breccia?) dominated by fine 
granular quartz.
INTENSE SILICIFICATION. White weathering surface. Pale pink fresh surface. 
Mixed 0,1 -6. Omm quartz grains dominated by the coarse quartz. ^07o coarse 
feldspar, ^"7o Dark green ferro-magnesian (chlorite?) rich patches.

GRANITE. Pink colored granitic rock. Pink color from staining of feldspar beside 
oxidized patches. ~15D7o 0.5-2. Omm glassy quartz enclosed in feldspar. -8307o 
0.5-3. Omm white feldspar grains (many with limilar albite twinning). -207o 0.5mm 
diameter dark green biotite or chlorite flakes.

Si02
95.25

95.90

82.78

92.86

97.19

93.81

73.33

AI2O3

0.97

0.73

4.58

1.36

0.47

1.38

14.14

Fe2O3
1.23

0.91

5.07

1.47

0.60

1.36

1.09

CaO

0.03

0.04

0.14

0.03

0.03

0.16

0.23

MgO

0.63

0.41

2.94

1.27

0.18

0.72

0.77

Na20

0.14

0.11

0.66

0.13

0,14

0.30

7.76

TiO2

0.07

0.04

0.42

0.08

002

0.07

0.18

K203

0.17

0.17

0.20

0.11

0 13

0.20

0.32

LOI
0.85

0.85

2.13

1.00

056

0.91

1.05

Total

99.43

99.24

99.12

9841

99.37

99.01

99.02

59206
59207
59209
59210
59211

Impurities appear to be MgO, Fe2O3, AI203 silicates that could be chlorite, mica 
and/or hornblende

59206

59207
59209
59210
59211

SiO2 |AI2O3 [Fe2O3 |CaO |MgO |Na20 |TiO2 |K2O3 |LOI
95.25 0.97 1.23 0.03 0.63 0.14 0.07 0.17
95.90 0.73 0.91 0.04 0.41 0.11 0.04 0.17
92.86 1.36 1.47 0.03 1.27 0.13 0.08 0.11
97.19 0.47 0.60 0.03 0.18 0.14 0.02 0.13
93.81 1.38 1.36 0.16 0.72 0.30 0.07 0.20

475.01 4.91 5.57 0.29 3.21 0.82 0.28 0.78
95.00 0.98 1.11 0.06 0.64 0.16 0.06 0.16

| Total
0.85 99.43
0.85 99.24

1.00 98.41
0.56 99.37
0.91 99.01
4.17 495.46
0.83 99.09

Total of five 
Average of five



JRANT FOREST PRODUCTS INC.
Mention: D. Blackburn/D. Robinson 

roject: Elliot Lake 

ample: Rock

Assayers ~anada
8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423

ICP Whole Rock Assay
Lithium Metaborate Fusion

Report No 

Date

4W2782 RL 

Dec-22-04

sample 
lumber

9206

9207

9208

9209

9210

9211

9212

SiO2 i
"/o

95.25
95.90
82.78
92.86
97.19

93.81
73.33

M203 Fe203
"/o "/o

0.97
0.73
4.58
1.36
0.47

1.38
14.14

1.23
0.91
5.07
1.47
0.60

1.36
1.09

CaO
"/o

0.03
0.04
0.14
0.03
0.03

0.16
0.23

MgO Na2O
"/o "/o

0.63
0.41
2.94
1.27
0.18

0.72
0.77

0.14
0.11
0.66
0.13
0.14

0.30
7.76

TiO2 
"/o

0.07
0.04
0.42
0.08
0.02

0.07
0.18

K20 MnO PjOs
"/o "/o "/o

0.17 0.01
0.17 0.01
0.20 0.04
0.11 ^.01
0.13 ^.01

0.20 -cO.Ol
0.32 ^.01

0.03
0.03
0.10
0.03
0.02

0.03
0.07

LOI Ba S r Zr 
"/o ppm ppm ppm

0.85
0.85
2.13
1.00
0.56

0.91
1.05

12
13
12
10
10

16
51

92
84

110
68
47

68
108

•ao
^0

42
•UO
*10

•ao
124

Se Y Be Co Cr Cu Ni V Zn Rb Nb Total 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm "/o

<5 .c!

<S 

6

<s
^
^
<5
<5

^
c5

^
^
19
•C5
<5

6
•c5

166
154
198
220
252

245
154

61
40
38
50
33

28
26

22
•cS
19
13

6

21
7

25
16

108
28

9

20
19

8
10
22
15

5

9
8

•aoo
114

•aoo
^00
•aoo

216
269

•ao
•ao
•ao
<10
* w

*10
<10

99.43
99.24
99.12
98.41
99.37

99.01
99.02

Sample is fused with Lithium metaborate 
and dissolved in dilute HNO3.

Page 1 of 1 Signed^
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MCCARTHY LAKE PROPERTY

GRID DETAILS (AZIMUTH)
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ENVI-MAG Environmental Magnetometer/Gradiometer

Locating Buried Drums and Tanks?
The NEW ENVI-MAG Is the solution to 
this environmental problem. ENVI-MAG is 
an inexpensive, lightweight, portable 
"WALKMAG" which enables you to 
survey large areas quickly and accurately. 
ENVI-MAG is a portable, proton preces 
sion magnetometer and/or gradiometer, 
(or geotechnical, archaeological and 
environmental applications where high 
production, fast count rate and high 
sensitivity are required. It may also be 
used (or other applications, such as 
mineral exploration, and may be 
configured as a total-field magnetometer, 
a vertical gradiometer or as a base 
station.
The ENVI-MAG
* easily detects buried drums to depths 

of 10 feet or more
* more sensitive to the steel of a buried 

drum than EM or radar
* much less expensive than EM or radar
* survey productivity much higher than 

with EM or radar

Main feature* Inductor
* select sampling rates as fast as 2 

times per second
4 "WALKMAG" mode for rapid acquisi 

tion of data
* large internal memory, expandable to 

200,000 readings
* easy to read, large LCD screen 

displays data both numerically and 
graphically

* ENVI MAP software for processing and 
mapping data

ENVI-MAG comprises several basic 
modules; a lightweight console with a 
large screen alphanumeric display and 
high capacity memory, a staff mounted 
sensor and sensor cable, rechargeable 
battery and battery charger, RS-232 
cable and ENVIMAP processing and 
mapping software.
For gradiometry applications an upgrade 
kit is available, comprising an additional 
processor module for installation in the 
console, and a second sensor with a staff 
extender.

ENVI-MAG Proton Magnetometer in operation

For base station applications a Base 
Station Accessory Kit Is available so that 
the sensor and staff may be converted 
into a base station sensor.

Features and Benefits
"WALKMAG" 

Magnetometer/Gradiometer

The "WALKMAG" mode of operation 
(sometimes known as "Walking Mag") is 
user-selectable from the keyboard. In this 
mode, data is acquired and recorded at 
the rate of 2 readings per second as the 
operator walks at a steady pace along a 
line. At desired intervals, the operator 
"triggers" an event marker by a single key 
stroke, assigning coordinates to the 
recorded data.
True Simultaneous Gradiometer 
An optional upgrade kit is available to 
configure ENVI-MAG as a gradiometer to 
make true, simultaneous gradiometer 
measurements. Gradiometry is useful for 
geotechnical and archaeological surveys 
where small near surface magnetic 
targets are the object of the survey. 
Selectable Sampling Rates 
0.5 second, 1 second and 2 second 
reading rates user selectable from the 
keyboard.

Large-Key Keypad
The large-key keypad allows easy access 
for gloved-hands in cold-weather opera 
tions. Each key has a multi-purpose 
function.

Front panel of ENVI-MAG showing a graphic 
profile o! data and largo-key keypad

Large Capacity Memory 

ENVI-MAG with standard memory stores 
up to 28.000 readings of total field 
measurements, 21,000 readings of 
gradiometry data or 151,000 readings as 
a base station. An expanded memory 
option is available which increases this 
standard capacity by a factor of 5.

Easy Review of Data

For quality of data and for a rapid analy 
sis of the magnetic characteristics of the 
survey line, several modes of review are 
possible. These include the measure 
ments at the last three stations, the ability 
to scroll through any or all previous 
readings in memory, and a graphic 
display of the previous data as profiles, 
line by line. This feature is very useful for 
environmental and archaeological 
surveys.

Highly Productive 
The "WALKMAG" mode of operation 
acquires data rapidly at close station 
intervals, ensuring high-definition results. 
This increases survey productivity by a 
factor of 5 when compared to a conven 
tional magnetometer survey.

"Datacheck" Quality Control of Data 
"Datacheck" provides a feature wherein at 
the end of each survey line, data may be 
reviewed as a profile on ENVI-MAG's 
screen. Datacheck confirms that the



Instrument Is functioning correctly and 
allows the user to note the magnetic relief 
(anomaly) on the line. 
Large Screen Display

^'Super-Twist" 64 x 240 dot (8 lines x 40 
characters), LCD graphic screen provides 
good vtstoility In all light conditions. A 
display heater is optionally available for 
low-temperature operations below 0"C.

dos+up of the ENVUMG screen showing 
data pre&onted afar each reading

Interactive Menus
The set-up of ENVI-MAG is menu-driven, 
and minimizes the operator's learning 
time, and on-going tasks.

Cose-up of display of ENVI-MAG showing 
interactive set-up menu

Rechargeable Battery and 
Battery Charger

An "off-the-shelf" lead-acid battery ana 
charger are provided as standard. The 
low-cost "Camcorder type battery Is 
available from electronic parts distributors 
everywhere. 
HELP-Llne Available

Purchasers of ENVI-MAG are provided 
with a HELP-Line telephone number to 
call In the event assistance is needed with 
an application or instrumentation problem. 
ENVIMAP Processing 
and Mapping Software

Supplied wrth ENVI-MAG, and custom 
designed for this purpose, is easy-to-use, 
very user-friendly, menu driven data 
processing and mapping software called 
ENVIMAP. This unique software appears 
to the user to be a single program, but is 
in fact a sequence of separate programs, 
each performing a specific task. Under 
the menu system, there are separate 
programs to do the following:
a) read to ENVI-MAG data and reformat it into 

a standard compatible with the ENVIMAP 
software

b) grid the data into a standard grid format
c) create a vector file of posted values

wtth One and baseline Mentfflcatton that 
allows he user to add some trtte Information 
and build a suitable surround

d) contour thogridded data
e) autoscato the combined results of the 

postJngfeurround stop and the contouring 
slap to fit on a standard 8.5 Ins. wide dot- 
matrix printer

O rasterize and output the results of stop g) to 
the printer

ENVIMAP is designed to be as simple as 
possible. The user is required to answer a 
few basic questions asked by ENVIMAP, 
and then simply toggles "GO" to let 
ENVIMAP provide default parameters for 
the making of the contour map. The user 
can modify certain characteristics of the 
output plot. ENVIMAP'S menu system is 
both keyboard and mouse operable. 
HELP screens are Integrated with the 
menu system so that HELP is displayed 
whenever the user requests it. 
Options Available

- True simultaneous gradiometer
upgrade 

. Base station upgrade
* Display heater for low

temperature operations 
' External battery pouch

Specifications

W Total Field Operating Rang*
20,000 to 100,000 nT (gammas)

Total Field Absolute Accuracy
W- 1nT

Tuning
Fully solid state. Manual or automatic, keyboard 
selectable

Cycling (Reading) Rates
0.5, 1 or 2 seconds, up to 9999 seconds for
base station applications, Keyboard selectable

Sensitivity
0.1 nT at 2 second sampling rate

Gradiometer Option
Includes a second sensor. 20 inch (Vim) staff
extender and processor module

"WALXMAG- Mode
0.5 second tor walking surveys, variable rates 
for hilly terran

Digital Display
LCD -Super Twist", 240 x 64 dots graphics,
8 line x 40 characters alprianumerks

Display H i ess r
Thermostatically controlled, for cold weather 
operations

Keyboard Input 
117 keys, dual function, membrane type

Notebook Function
32 characters. 5 user-defined MACRO'S for
quick entry

Standard Memory
Total Field Measurements: 28,000 readings 
Gradiometer Measurements: 21,000 readings 
Base Stabon Measurements. 151.000 readings

Expanded Memory
Total Field Measurements: 140,000 readings 
Gradiometer Measurements: 109,000 readings 
Base Station Measurements: 750,000 readings

Real-Time Clock
Records full data, hours, minutes and seconds 
with 1 second resolution, -t-/-1 second stability 
over 12 hours

Digital Data Output
RS-232C Interface, 600 to 57,600 Baud, 7 or 8 
data bits. 1 start, 1 stop bit no parity format 
Selectable carriage return delay (0-999 ms) to 
accommodate slow peripherals. Handshaking is 
done by X-on/X-off

Analog Output
O - 999 mV full scale output voltage with 
keyboard selectable range of 1, 10. 100, 1,000 
or 10,000 nT full scale

Power Supply
Rechargeable 'Camcorder* type. 23 Ah, Lead- 
acid battery.

12 Volts at 0.65 Amp for magnetometer, 1.2 
Amp tor gradiometer,
External 12 Volt input for base station operations
Optional external battery pouch for cott weather 
operations

Battery Charger
110 Volt-230 Volt. 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature Range
Standard O* to 60"C 
Optional -40'C to 60"C

Dimensions
Console - 10 x 6 x 2.25 inches

(250 mm x 152 mm x 55 mm) 

T.F. sensor - 2.75 inches dia. x 7 inches
(70 mm x 175 mm)

Grad. sensor and staff extender - 2.75 inches 
dia. x 26.5 Inches (70 mm x 675 mm)

T.F. staff -1 inch dia x 76 Inches (25 mm x 2 m) 

Weight
Console - 5.4 IDS (2.45 kg)

with rechargeable battery 
T. F. sensor- 2.2 Ibs (1.15 kg) 
Grad. sensor - 2.5 Ibs (1.15 kg) 
Staff-1.75 Ibs (0.8 kg)

ll
Htid Office
222 Snidsrcrofl Hoad
Concord, Ontario. Canada L4K IBS
Telephone: (905) 669-2280
Fax: (905) 669-6403 or 669 5132
Telex: 06-964570

In the USA:
Scin:rex Inc.

85 River flocK Dnve
Unit 202

Buffalo. New VorK 14207
Teieonone: (716)296-1219
cax: [716] 298-1317
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ONT&RIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 
Recording Date: 
Approval Date:

Client(s):
392672

Survey Type(s):

W0550.00022

2005-JAN-10

2005-JAN-10

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED
Work Done from: 2004-NOV-14

to: 2005-JAN-07

GRANT FOREST PRODUCTS CORP.

ASSAY GEOL MAG

Work Report Details:

Claim*

SSM

SSM

SSM

SSM

SSM

SSM

1199818

1199825

1199826

1199827

1199828

3003161

Perform

S800

S800

S6.093

S200

S800

SO

38,693

External Credits:

Perform 
Approve

S800

8800

56,093

3200

3800

SO

S8.693

SO

Applied

51,200

51,200

51,200

51,200

51,200

52,400

58,400

Applied 
Approve

51,200

51,200

51,200

51,200

51,200

52,400

58,400

Assign

50

SO

54,600

SO

SO

SO

S4.600

Assign 
Approve

0

0

4,600

0

0

0

54,600

Reserve

50

50

5293

50

50

50

S293

Reserve 
Approve

SO

SO

S293

SO

SO

SO

5293

Due Date

2008- JAN- 17

2008- JAN- 17

2008- JAN- 17

2008- JAN- 17

2008- JAN- 17

2008- JAN- 17

Reserve:
S293 Reserve of Work

S293 Total

Report*: W0550.00022

Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

41J08SW2003 2.29019 PROCTOR
900

2005-Jan-13 11:29 ARMSTRONGI Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2005-JAN-11

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
etdes Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

GRANT FOREST PRODUCTS CORP.
BOX 160
EARLTON, ONTARIO
POJ 1EO CANADA

Tel: (888)415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.29019 
Transaction Number(s): W0550.00022

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact BRUCE GATES by email at 
bruce.gates@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Grant Forest Products Corp. 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Grant Forest Products Corp. 
(Assessment Office)

Douglas Allen Blackburn 
(Agent)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:20241
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